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How to Update a US Code Section Online
Although the Code can be accessed via a variety of portals, this example begins with
Cornell’s LII site (www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode):
1. Access the code section by entering the US Code citation;

2. Retrieve the section and click on the “update” link;

3. Note the result as reported from GPO:

4. Go to uscode.house.gov, and then load the Classification Tables:
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5. From the list, select the first one that post-dates the revision date on the GPO
response, and choose the preferred format for the list (usually HTML):

6. Look up the citation to the US Code section, and find the citations to Public Laws
in that year that altered the text of that Code section:

7. You must now find the text of the Public Law, the first of which is 108-210(2b).
A good place to retrieve public laws is THOMAS (Thomas.loc.gov):

2. Choose
the 108th
Congress…

3. Choose the
RANGE of public
laws in that run….

1. Go to the Public
Laws
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8. From the list of public laws, find the one that you need, and the file format:

9. From the text of the retrieved bill, find the relevant text that updates the original
code section:

10. Repeat this process for every public law in each session of Congress that has been
identified as altering the text of the original code section.
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